Intern notation:

Adopt a vortex

20__ - ____

for a low pressure area
Herewith I assign the Institute Of Meteorology Of The FU Berlin to name the next free Low in 20__ with
the initial letter _____ and the name1

__________________________________________________________
*please enter here the desired name for the Low (male? / female?)

The date of naming ceremony depends on the seasonal weather pattern and due to that it is not possible to
specify previously the exact date. I have no right to a favoured date / period in the year.
Billing address of the orderer:

*name

Data of the godfather:

*first name

*name

*street name /house number

*postal code

*first name

*location

country

location

*telephone:

These information appear at the certificate and
will be published at the homepage of Adopt-avortex (www.wetterpate.de)!

fax:
e-mail:
VAT-ID:

 I commit to the remittance for the amount payable of € 236,812.


Additionally, I would like
(new total amount € 260,61) 2.

a

link

to

a

homepage1

at

a

price

of

€

23,80

________________________________________________________
please enter here the desired link (please regard our terms for linking a homepage!1)

Thus, I support the student weather and climate monitoring at the weather station 10381 in Berlin-Dahlem.
On receipt of this assignment by fax or post I receive a confirmation of order and a reckoning which has to
be balanced within 14 days. Additionally the students express their gratitude in form of a provisional
certificate which I receive as orderer.
 yes  no

I am available for interviews concerning my adoption:
correspondence (if not billing address):

name

first name

street / house number

postal code
telephone:

*date
location

country

*signature

* These data have to be entered
1
naming and linking rules see page 2
2
All costs include 19% value added tax (VAT). Net cost
€ 199 (adoption) und € 20 (link)

attachment
naming rules
Which name you use is of course your choice. But please notice following restrictions:




The names must be acknowledged by the registry office as acceptable given first names but
double names are not accepted. Furthermore the names have to be written without any
special characters other than German umlauts.
Surnames or names of companies are not accepted unless there are first names as well.
The gender has to be regarded. In even years Lows are named with female names an Highs
with male names. In odd years it is just the opposite.

If there are any questions about a name or the possibility of a name just contact us and we will ckeck and if needed find a
solution.

Additional Information
It is common praxis but we do not guarantee that media use these names for Highs and Lows in their
weather reports and programme. Nobody is obliged to inherit the names.
We can not specify at which point in time a High or Low will be named. This is at the discretion of
the meteorologist on duty. Furthermore he marks the High or Low which will be named. Generally
pressure areas get names when they reach importance for weather pattern in Central Europe.
We publish the name of the orderer (or if desired the name of the godparent) at our homepage. The
declaration of a website is optional. At this we also reserve the right to link the given homepage or
not. In general the links stay active for two years and will be removed after this time. Please notice
that we link natural persons, only! If you want a juristic person please understand that this is just
possible as appendix. In this case a natural person could be the orderer for example.
Please understand that we reserve the right to link the same homepage for several adoptions just
once a year. Furthermore there are no sentences or parts of sentences for the linking text allowed,
only the website is named. Each linking to a homepage is at a price of € 20,-.
For example: Max Mustermann (www.wetterpate.de)
contact
Institut für Meteorologie FU Berlin
Aktion "Wetterpate"
Schmidt-Ott-Str. 13
12165 Berlin
Germany

tel.: 0049 30 / 838-71226 oder 838 71222
fax: 0049 30 / 791 9002
email: wetterpate @ met.fu-berlin.de

You can use this page as front page for your response by post.

Institut für Meteorologie
FU Berlin
Aktion „Wetterpate“
Schmidt-Ott-Str. 13
12165 Berlin

oder per FAX
FAX: (030) 791 9002

Germany

Optional survey
By participation in this optional survey you would help us to evaluate the effort of our activity.
How did you know of our activity?
 radio
 newspaper
 TV
 internet
If yes: which?
_______________________________

 family
 friends
 miscellaneous
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Why do you want to adopt a vortex?
 present
 support of the weather observation

 miscellaneous
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Which story connects you and accordingly the godfather with the adoption?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Do you have an extraordinary interest in weather, in general?
 yes  no
if yes: which?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Last but not least: Do you have other questions or suggestions?
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your participation!
Your Adopt-a-vortex Team

